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XDP 2010-2017 Cummins Fuel Filter Delete  
Item Number: XD245 

 

 

 

PACKING LIST:  

1 – XDP Fuel Filter Delete Block 
4 – Copper Banjo Bolt Washers 
1 – WIF Sensor Plug 
1 – Dual CP3 Return Plug 

 

 

Before removing any parts from your truck, please read over the install steps and verify you have everything 
necessary to install your XDP 2010-2017 Cummins Fuel Filter Delete. 

 
Ensure that the vehicle has not been in use and that the engine is cool to the touch. Always wear eye protection when 
working on any vehicle. 
 
 

**The bottom right port (below the XDP logo) is used as a return for applications equipped with dual CP3’s.** 
 
 

Step 1: Gain access to the fuel filter assembly by either removing the intake horn on top of the engine or 
the driver side front fender well. 

Step 2: Locate the drain valve and drain hose to the left side of the fuel filter assembly. 

Step 3: Loosen the fuel filter cap and open the valve to drain the fuel to a safe location. 

Step 4: Disconnect the two sensors from the front of the fuel filter assembly. 

Step 5: Remove the fuel lines connected to the fuel filter assembly along with the support brackets.  

Step 6: Remove the fuel filter assembly from the engine. 

Step 7: Remove the WIF sensor from the filter assembly and install this in the bottom of the filter delete 
block.  

Step 8: Using the factory bolts, loosely install the filter delete block onto the engine where the filter 
assembly was located.  

Step 9: Install the factory banjo bolts and fuel lines to the filter delete block using the supplied copper 
banjo washers.  

Step 10: Tighten the bolts securing the filter delete block to the engine and torque the banjo bolts to 
factory specs. 

 


